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Wayne Gretsky, the well-known hockey player said, “I skate to where the puck is going to be, not where it has been.” As the CSR/ESG/Sustainability disclosure landscape changes, where is the puck going?

In 2007 we founded CSRHub with a mission to give everyone transparent access to Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) information. We started with about 70 sources and ratings on around 3,000 companies. Nine years later, we have built the world’s largest aggregation of CSR ratings information. Each month, our big data collection engine ingests the newest data elements on 5,300 topics from over 500 data sources. CSRHub’s patented algorithm analyzes, normalizes, and weights this information, to produce ratings on more than 17,000 companies worldwide.

The system attempts to ingest and combine each source’s perception of how a particular company is performing. The result is a relatively balanced perspective—with a strong voice for non-governmental organizations (who generally monitor relatively narrow areas of CSR) and for investment analysts (who generally track broad parts of CSR). The CSRHub aggregation method enables our users to understand and compare a broad range of competitors, industries, and geographies.
Where Has the Puck Been?
Over the past ten years, there has been significant increase in the number of corporations who disclose sustainability-related information. This growth was driven by growing awareness among consumers, communities, and employees that corporate social behavior directly affected their lives.

Source: CSRHub.
More recently, investors have become interested in corporate sustainability performance. In some cases, this was a response to interest from asset holders such as pension funds, family offices, and individual investors. In other cases, investors began to suspect that certain “non-financial” indicators might be predictors of future stock market performance. Today, more than $62 trillion of worldwide wealth is managed by firms who have committed to the UN Principles of Responsible Investment (UNPRI).

Source: UNPRI.

"Today, more than $62 trillion of worldwide wealth is managed by firms who have committed to the UN Principles of Responsible Investment (UNPRI)."
Several investment analyst groups gather data and provide ratings on publicly-traded companies. Data gathering firms such as Bloomberg, Thomson, and Factset also gather and distribute non-financial sustainability information. Other non-financial organizations add their ratings on big companies, smaller public and private firms, and government agencies (all groups that are not of as much interest to Wall Street). Most of these ratings have relied on data that companies self-report either through sustainability reports or press releases or through surveys administered by ratings groups.

In an analysis of 15 major Wall Street ESG (Environment, Social, & Governance) research firms’ ratings coverage, we found they cover between 5% and 91% of NASDAQ companies. See the varying degrees of coverage in the chart below.

![ESG Sources Have Varying Degrees of Coverage of NASDAQ Companies](chart.png)

Source: [CSRHub](https://www.csrhub.com).
Why the Puck Hasn’t Gone in the Goal
The dependency on self-reported data and surveys has created gaps and inconsistencies in sustainability ratings. Fewer than 20% of major companies respond to analyst surveys and these surveys only cover the top 5,000 or 6,000 public firms. The data gathered by one NGO can’t be used in a survey response or for the system used by another NGO. Two ESG analyst firms may collect data and report data on the same area differently. Both those who create sustainability data and those who try to use it end up frustrated, confused, and searching for a better approach. For example, a leading ESG analyst firm, MSCI, announced recently that it will no longer use forms to collect data, but rather will rely only on information provided by companies publicly. Many of the company sustainability managers we speak with would prefer not to answer surveys at all—or do so very selectively.

Some groups sought to avoid these inconsistencies by encouraging companies to “assure” their data. These groups gave special prominence to reports from companies who used an outside group to review their sustainability reports:

- Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)
- CDP (formerly Carbon Disclosure Project)
- UN Global Compact (UNGC)

However, the cost of providing an outside review proved high, and only a few companies obtain it.
Those who have battled through the challenges of voluntary reporting and multiple frameworks will be relieved to learn that the average ratings of companies who follow the major frameworks is higher than those who don’t. For example, of the 2,478 companies traded on the NASDAQ stock exchange, 222 have reported to either CDP, GRI, or the UN Global Compact in 2015 or 2016. As shown below, these reporting companies have much better perceived sustainability performance than those who have not. Further study is required to better understand the source of this correlation. However, following a framework such as GRI seems associated with better perceived sustainability performance.
Where the Puck Will Head Next
If sustainability information about a company can help customers, communities, and employees make better business decisions, it should be worth collecting and measuring this information in a consistent and accurate way. If company sustainability performance affects its financial performance, then sustainability data becomes a material part of making investment decisions and it should be shared with investors. Companies report other important metrics to society through financial reports and other types of government-mandated and controlled filings. The puck is moving towards making company sustainability reporting part of financial and regulatory reporting.

“The puck is moving towards making company sustainability reporting part of financial and regulatory reporting.”

Bahar Gidwani

The test beds for this approach were rules that required companies to disclose their involvement in various foreign countries (Iran, Burma, Sudan) or the use of certain “conflict minerals.” Thousands of companies have complied with these rules and thousands more will have to deal with rules designed to reduce the use of child labor or to control the emission of climate-changing gases. Venerable systems such as GRI have started introducing specific standards for the metrics they cover. The GRI launched its Global Sustainability Standards Board in 2015. Starting in 2018, all companies that use the GRI standard should attempt to comply with the standards this group has set.
Over the past few years, several new reporting groups have emerged. Each has a different focus, but all are based around standards they believe should be integrated into publicly-disclosed reports. Examples include the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB) and Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TFCD).

There have also been efforts from government bodies and securities regulators to get involved in this integration process. The World Federation of Exchanges (WFE), the European Union (EU), and the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) are each placing requirements on companies to report certain non-financial information.

Unfortunately, each of these systems has taken a different approach on how to get companies to adopt their standards.

- The WFE has suggested a list of ESG topics, but is encouraging each exchange to make its own choices about which topics to require.
- The EU is allowing each member country to implement its rule in its own way.
- SASB and TCFD are relying on pressure from investors and regulators to encourage adoption.

An encouraging development is that some groups are referring and will accept work done based on another group’s standards. For instance, SASB, GRI, and the WFE have all committed to using the approach to measuring carbon emissions that CDP developed.
DIFFERING PHILOSOPHIES

Drivers keeping systems separate.

One of the drivers that has kept systems separate is that they have different underlying philosophies of how sustainability works—and how it should be integrated into society. We believe there are at least five distinct philosophies behind CSR/ESG frameworks: Managerial, Aspirational, Disclosure, Regulatory, and Alpha Seeking.

The distinctions between these frameworks are further blurred because they relate to six different uses: Internal Management, Performance Measurement, External Reporting, Government Mandates, Goals & Commitments, and Product Labeling.

We will speak more about this matrix in future chapters of this e-Book series.
Here is an overview of some of the prevailing frameworks. Note that this list is not intended to be an exhaustive list.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framework</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CDP (formerly Carbon Disclosure Program)</td>
<td>Founded 15 years ago, receives 5,600 company responses to their climate change, water, forests, and supply chain questionnaires. CDP works on behalf of 827 institutional investor signatories with $100 trillion in assets under management. <a href="https://www.cdp.net/en">https://www.cdp.net/en</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Union Accounting Directive (EU)</td>
<td>EU will require companies with over 500 employees to report policies, outcomes and risks associated with ESG. Will impact 11,000 companies. Could be different for each of EU’s members.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Reporting Initiative</td>
<td>Established in 2007, the GRI G4 standard has broad scope of disclosure topics and metrics and is the de facto standard. <a href="https://www.globalreporting.org">https://www.globalreporting.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Sustainability Standards Board (GSSB)</td>
<td>Formed by GRI to enhance the uptake of GRI G4. GSSB has derived 39 draft exposure standards and affects both the companies who report using GRI and other organizations that cite GRI (e.g., CDP, WFE).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Integrated Reporting Framework (IIRF)</td>
<td>The Framework is designed by the International Integrated Reporting Council to establish guiding principles and content elements that govern the content of an integrated report. The IIRC Pilot Programme has 140 businesses and investors from 26 countries. <a href="http://integratedreporting.org/resource/international-ir-framework/">http://integratedreporting.org/resource/international-ir-framework/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science-based Targets (SBT)</td>
<td>Formed by CDP, the UN Global Compact, the World Resources Institute and the World Wildlife Fund, the group hopes to determine how much carbon reduction companies must do to keep global warming below 2°C. More than 150 companies have already joined and 13 have had their emissions targets reviewed and approved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB)</td>
<td>Established in 2011, SASB develops standards for disclosure of material sustainability information in financial disclosures Covers 79 industries (SICs – Sustainability Industry Classification); 18,000+ companies may need to consider SASB’s metrics as part of their Reg SK disclosure requirements. <a href="https://www.sasb.org/">https://www.sasb.org/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TFCD)</td>
<td>TFCD was formed to help companies better disclose their climate-related risk. They are backed by the Financial Stability Board—a G20-lead group that oversees issues of capital, liquidity, and risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Nations Global Compact (UNGC)</td>
<td>Established in 2000, UNGC has 13,000+ signatories in 170 countries aligned with Ten Principles. <a href="https://www.unglobalcompact.org/">https://www.unglobalcompact.org/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
If You Want to Score, You Will Need to Change the Way You Play
The thousands of companies who have already started reporting sustainability information will be affected by these changes. Even more important, thousands of companies who have never reported non-financial sustainability information will now need to do so. To comply with these new standards, companies will:

- Need new systems that integrate CSR data with mainstream business management tools.
- Require support from Audit and Compliance teams for C-suite assurance.
- Involve suppliers and customers to share data collection while preserving proprietary information.

Source: [CSRHub](https://www.csrhub.com).
In the past, we had inconsistent data on some companies. We may now have more consistent data on many companies. This should allow researchers to connect sustainability practice with business performance and “prove” its value. It may also allow investors to determine which aspects of a company’s non-financial performance are meaningful indicators of its future stock performance. As sustainability metrics become a mainstream part of business operations, sustainability professionals will hopefully receive more organizational resources for reporting, tracking and improving performance.

If your company is not already reporting, it’s best to get started with at least one of the standards we have described. In an age of increasing transparency, you are being rated on what is publicly available, whether you provide a report or not. So it’s best for you to tell your story! Organizations such as Bloomberg rate companies on their level of ESG disclosure. This will continue to raise the bar for the level of disclosure of both material issues and performance.
In an age of increasing transparency, you are being rated on what is publicly available, whether you provide a report or not. So it’s best for you to tell your story! Organizations such as Bloomberg rate companies on their level of ESG disclosure. This will continue to raise the bar for the level of disclosure of both material issues and performance.
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CSRHub provides access to the world’s largest corporate social responsibility and sustainability ratings and information. It covers over 17,400+ companies from 135 industries in 134 countries. By aggregating and normalizing the information from 530 data sources, **CSRHub has created a broad, consistent rating system** and a searchable database that links millions of rating elements back to their source. Managers, researchers and activists use CSRHub to benchmark company performance, learn how stakeholders evaluate company CSR practices, and seek ways to improve corporate sustainability performance.
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